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A Message From Director, Ed Smith
Dear Friends & Supporters,
I hope you all enjoyed a restful Festive Season and New Year.
The RMH Foundation has started 2020 at full tilt. In late January we launched our latest Home Lottery which is
raising money for our Emergency Department as well as a number of other key projects. Our Emergency
Department is busier than ever, treating an average of at least 250 patients per day with 90 of these arriving by
ambulance. As one of two State-wide trauma centres, we treat seriously injured or unwell patients from across
the State with 48 helicopters landing on our rooftop helipad per month.
Please help encourage friends, relatives, and neighbours to support our Home Lottery, with tickets on sale
until 24th April, and some amazing prizes to be won, including a fabulous luxury home in Brighton!
Our brilliant researchers and amazing clinicians have also been hard at work tackling the novel coronavirus
(COVID-19). Colleagues at the Peter Doherty Institute for Infection and Immunity, a joint venture between The
RMH and the University of Melbourne, were the first research lab outside of China to replicate and grow
the virus – and to share it with other research labs across Australia and internationally.
Our Doherty Institute colleagues are also working to fast-track development of a vaccine and we are very
grateful to the Jack Ma Foundation for providing $3.2m of funding to accelerate this effort, which will likely take
12 months or possibly longer.
We are also fundraising to purchase urgently needed new equipment for our Intensive Care Unit (ICU) to
prepare for a possible influx of COVID-19 patients, and to bolster our Tele-health and Hospital in the Home
programs so we can support larger numbers of patients across a broad geographic area. Lastly, we are
working to establish a clinical trial across Australia & New Zealand for COVID-19.
The stories in this issue paint a picture of generosity, strength and unity, qualities which are instilled in The
RMH values. I hope when you read them you feel proud to be a part of the Melbourne Health community.

Ed Smith
Director, Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation
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Our Most Successful Christmas Appeal Yet!

With the 2019 festive season long since over, all of us at the Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation can't
help but continue celebrating! Through your generosity we raised more than $145,000 for our annual
Christmas appeal and we couldn't have done it without the help of Julia Fin.
Last year, Julia, a 37-year-old entrepreneur and mother of two, woke in the early hours of the morning to
find paramedics in her bedroom. Without any prior warning, Julia had suffered a massive seizure which
was caused by a rare and aggressive brain tumour that had grown to the size of a kiwi fruit.
The race to save her life was on. She was airlifted to The Royal Melbourne Hospital where our Director of
Neurosurgery, Associate Professor Dr Kate Drummond was waiting.
The operation to remove Julia's tumour would take a gruelling six hours. To make matters even more
complicated, the tumour was located in the part of the brain that affects speech. This meant that surgery
needed to be performed while Julia was awake to ensure her ability to speak wasn't impaired.

This kind of delicate procedure requires highly-skilled staff and
the most innovative equipment. Thanks to your kindness and
generosity over the Christmas period, we are now $140,000
closer to being able to provide the Department of Neurosurgery
with a new Airo mobile CT scanner that will help future patients
just like Julia.
If you missed our appeal and would still like to donate to support
the purchase of this life-saving new equipment, you can make a
donation by calling 9342 7111 or by heading to our website at
www.thermh.org.au/foundation.

Julia recovering after surgery
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New Aspirin Trial Could Provide Much
Needed Evidence For Bowel Cancer
Research
Caitlin Eagleton was just 24 when she found out she had bowel
cancer following a colonoscopy. Both her mother and
grandmother were previously diagnosed with the disease which
lead to an investigation into Caitlin’s genetics. It was revealed
that Caitlin had Lynch syndrome, an inherited genetic mutation
which gives people an increased chance of developing certain
cancers across their lifetime, often at a younger age than the
general population. In Caitlin’s case, the average age of
diagnosis was more than double her own.
Director of Colorectal Medicine and Genetics, Professor Finlay
Macrae is a key facilitator in a new Cancer Prevention Project
(CaPP3) which will focus on finding the right dose of aspirin for
people with a mismatch repair gene defect, the underlying
cause of Lynch syndrome.
The trial will include 140 Australians living with Lynch Syndrome,
most of whom will be RMH patients. Participants will be
randomised to taking one of three doses of aspirin (100mg,
300mg or 600mg) for five years, where in the initial two years,
participants will be blinded to the dose they are taking.
Aspirin at 100mg to 300mg is already recommended for all
Australians to take between 50 and 70 years of age. What the
CaPP3 trial hopes to achieve is to gather much needed
evidence on the best dose to take - too little may not be
effective and too much heightens the risk of side effects. With
particular relevance to people living with Lynch Syndrome, the
trial could also help build a case for the general use of aspirin
as a cancer prevention drug.
Caitlin’s story highlights a worrying trend in Australia and
elsewhere: young onset bowel cancer is on the rise. While it
poses the argument of whether the bowel screening eligibility
age needs to be lowered, it also reminds us why funding the
sometimes neglected long-term trials like CaPP3 is so crucial in
gaining a better understanding of bowel cancer, Lynch
Syndrome and ultimately in finding a cure.
If you wish to donate to the Finlay Macrae Research Fund,
please head to www.thermh.org.au/foundation/generaldonations and select the drop down box.
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Bowel Cancer Facts
1 in 13 Australians will
develop bowel cancer
in their lifetime.

15,604 Australians are
diagnosed with bowel
cancer each year, 1,413 (or
9%) of whom are under
the age of 50.

98% of bowel cancer
cases can be treated
successfully if found
early, yet fewer than
50% are detected early.

RMH Spartans Raise Money For YOD
Brave RMH staff took on the Spartan Race on the 8th of December at Yarra Park to raise money for Young
Onset Dementia (YOD) on behalf of the hospital.
Young Onset Dementia or YOD refers to the 25,000+ Australians who experience symptoms of dementia
before the age of 65. It is associated with genetic mutations and sadly, often affects people when they are
middle aged, working, raising children and are otherwise fit and healthy.
Training for The Spartan Race began six months prior to the event. For those who aren't familiar, the race
involves 5km of fire, mud and barbed wire filled obstacles designed to challenge even the toughest
athletes. But through hard work and determination the RMH Spartans were able to complete the race and
raise over $10,500, all of which will be put directly toward research costs for YOD.
We are so inspired by our RMH Spartans. Their decision to raise money while also challenging their mental
and physical fitness is a great example of how rewarding philanthropy can be for the hospital and for
yourself.

BankVic and RMH Foundation Form Major
Corporate Partnership
We're excited to announce that BankVic is now a major corporate partner of the Royal
Melbourne Hospital Foundation, providing invaluable funding that will have direct
impact on patient care within our Emergency Department. This year marks the fifth
consecutive year of BankVic being a banking partner of The Royal Melbourne Hospital.
"At BankVic we are incredibly proud of our ongoing partnership with The Royal Melbourne
Hospital. Beyond providing banking services to health professionals, we help build healthy
communities and contribute towards providing vital care and treatment to those that need it
the most. We look forward to building on our strong partnership with The Royal Melbourne
Hospital well into the future." - Anthony De Fazio, Chief Executive Officer, BankVic
We'll be bringing you regular updates over the next few months of some of the
projects that BankVic are supporting and the outcomes this is generating for our
wonderful patients and staff.
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Thank You Clare
'The decision to volunteer at The RMH
came easy for me. It was a result of the
care, respect, compassion and
professional skills that I was so
privileged to receive from medical and
non-medical staff in March 2011, when
I underwent open-heart surgery to
replace my aortic valve.’
Clare once joked that her heart had been
‘opened up’ literally and metaphorically, to
the joy of volunteering and in particular how
it allowed her to build meaningful
connections with people from all walks of life.

For 6 memorable years, Clare
Sendapperuma was one of The Royal
Melbourne Hospital’s most cherished
volunteers. During her time with The
RMH, Clare provided support in a
number of ways and whether it was
operating the outpatients refreshments
trolley or assisting with weekly data
entry, Clare always did it with a smile.
Every Friday, the RMH Foundation
looked forward to having Clare in the
office bringing with her a great sense of
humour, a warm nature and an everreadiness to help with any task. Most
recently, the Foundation was fortunate
to have Clare help with events including
the annual Online Auction and Home
Lottery.
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Sadly, Clare passed away in December 2019
at the age of 65 and so it is with heavy hearts
that we offer our condolences to her family,
friends and to all that knew her in life. As we
say our final goodbye to Clare, we would also
like to thank the rest of our hardworking
volunteers who follow in Clare’s footsteps and
continue the good work she so generously
dedicated the last years of her life to.

Our next intake of volunteers will be in
July 2020. Head to
www.thermh.org.au/volunteer and
complete an expression of interest form
so that you can be contacted when
applications open.

Greek Community Group Orestias
Purchase Patient Equipment for RMH
Established in Melbourne in 1954, The Victorian Association of Argos Orestikon or Orestias are a historic
club who work to preserve their rich cultural heritage. Recently, a generous donation from the Orestias
club went towards purchasing much needed patient equipment including a Sera Steady, Vesticam and
Breezy Wheelchair - all of which you can learn more about below. Thank you Orestias for your terrific
support!
Sera Steady
Patients who are weakened from treatment rely on the Sara
Steady for support and to be able to move around the hospital
safely. It is also practical when nursing staff need assistance
moving patients.

Vesticam
For clinicians working with vestibular (inner ear/brain) patients,
Vesticam is a simple and affordable infra-red video eye-movement
recording system. The goggles can provide a clear recording of eye
movements (even when eyes are closed), which can then be stored
and reviewed to better assess those with vestibular issues.
Breezy Wheelchair
This top of the range wheelchair is gas assisted and features a range
of tilt-in-space and recline functions. The Breezy Wheelchair provides
optimum postural positioning and can easily be personalised with its
fully removable head rest, leg rests and calf pads, plus adjustable
height and depth.

Meet Bruno Moras

Meet Bruno Moras, a grape and citrus farmer from Mildura who purchased a $130,000 life-saving
ECMO machine for The Royal Melbourne Hospital.
Following a complex cardiac surgery at Melbourne Private Hospital, Bruno’s wife Anne had a difficult
time recovering and was transferred to The Royal Melbourne Hospital’s Intensive Care Unit in need of
ECMO (Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation) support.
Similar to the heart-lung by-pass machine used in open-heart surgery, an ECMO machine pumps and
oxygenates a patient's blood outside the body, allowing the heart and lungs to rest. When a patient is
connected to an ECMO, blood flows through tubing to an artificial lung in the machine that adds
oxygen and takes out carbon dioxide; then the blood is warmed to body temperature and pumped
back into the patient's body.
Thankfully, this highly technical machine was able to save Anne's life. While the experience was
certainly an ordeal for Bruno and his family, the RMH Foundation couldn’t be more proud of Bruno’s
decision to purchase a brand new ECMO machine as a thank you to the wonderful team at The RMH.
By recognising his selfless gesture, we hope that Bruno’s story can help others see that even in the
darkest of times we can always find a way to give back.
Coincidentally, Bruno's contribution comes not long after our 2019 Tax Appeal, where funds were
also directed towards purchasing a much needed ECMO machine. The RMH is fortunate to now own
not one, but two new ECMO machines which will undoubtedly save the lives of future patients. We
are forever grateful to everyone who donated to this wonderful cause.
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RMH Staff & Friends
Online Auction 2019

Katy Honig Plaque Unveiling

Last year’s highly anticipated online auction proved
to be a success with more than 375 people
registering and close to $17,000 raised!
Some of the most exciting items we’ve had to date
were featured in this year’s auction, including a
grand high tea at Park Hyatt, luxury accommodation
at Novotel and brand new laptops from HewlettPackard. From all of us at the RMH Foundation,
congratulations to all the lucky recipients and a big
thank you to everyone who got involved.
We couldn’t be more thrilled with the success of our
event. As a direct result of the funds raised, the RMH
Foundation will be able to supply much needed
equipment and patient-care items to the City and
Royal Park Hospital campuses through our Small
Grants Funding Round. We look forward to sharing
this special event with even more staff, patients and
their family and friends in 2020!
If you or anyone you know would like to contribute
to this year's Online Auction by donating prizes,
please contact Michelle Hartnett on 9342 6420 or
at michelle.hartnett@mh.org.au

2020 Public Lecture Series
As always, the RMH Foundation will be coordinating
a series of free public lectures at our Grattan St
campus throughout the year. Hear RMH
professionals who are excelling in their field speak
on a range of relevant health issues, like Lung
Cancer, Head and Neck Cancer and Coronavirus
(COVID-19).
Coming Up: Head and Neck Cancer Lecture
When: Wednesday 1st April, 10am - 12PM

Towards the end of last year Katy Honig was invited
to The Royal Melbourne Hospital for the unveiling of
a photo and plaque in memory of her parents who
were the inspiration for her philanthropic
generosity. You might remember it was Katy who
funded a new research position within the
Nephrology Department for The Royal Melbourne
Hospital back in September. The Honig Postdoctoral
Research Fellow will gain invaluable insight into
kidney function and particularly the kidney’s
response to metabolic events. Successful
completion of this research will identify biomarkers
of early disease and prognosis as well as potential
therapeutic interventions.
Katy was personally toured through the renal
laboratory and was able to see firsthand how this
new project had been progressing and was
delighted with the results.
Katy's profound impact on The Royal Melbourne
Hospital will certainly be remembered for years to
come and we thank Magdalena and Tobias, Katy's
parents, for inspiring such selflessness.

Where: Charles Latrobe Theatre, Royal Melbourne
Hospital, 300 Grattan St, Parkville
To RSVP, contact Alison Byrne on 9342 8495 or
at Alison.Byrne@mh.org.au
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A Brief History of The Canterbury Auxiliary
- In Memory of Frances Rigby OAM
In September 1933 a young woman
by the name of Annie Danks invited
a number of her friends to enjoy
afternoon tea in her home. Miss
Danks' father, Sir Aaron Danks had
been instrumental in supporting
The Royal Melbourne Hospital
during hard times, so naturally Miss
Danks was well aware of the
financial problems the hospital
faced. So when Miss Danks decided
to gather her friends for tea on that
Friday afternoon, it was no ordinary
social gathering. It was a call to aid
The Royal Melbourne Hospital by
Mrs Frances Rigby OAM (left) with Norma Danks (right) November 2007
forming what would become the
Canterbury Auxiliary.
first meeting, where Frances
her years of service earned
recalled Miss Danks ever so
Frances an Order of Australia
For the next 60 years, the
generously sending her driver
Medal in the Australia Day
Canterbury Auxiliary would devote
with extra chairs, cups and
honours.
itself to raising much-needed funds saucers to help cater.
for The Royal Melbourne Hospital.
Sadly, Frances passed away in
The first meeting saw 130 women
‘I think of the letter received October 2019 at the age of 89.
gather at Canterbury Memorial Hall,
We are so grateful for Frances
having dedicated her life to
including Dame Patti Menzies - the from a mother of a patient
helping The Royal Melbourne
wife of Australian Prime Minister Sir who told how the cups of
Hospital become the wonderful
Robert Menzies.
tea served from the trolley
organisation it is today. As one
Most members contributed to the
made a dreadful day almost of the most loved and
hospital by sewing and mending,
respected volunteers of The
bearable as they waited
while others used their fine
Royal Melbourne Hospital, we
handcraft or culinary skills to sell
with their critically ill son.
feel very proud to be able to
goods with the funds raised going
share the story of Frances and
The facts and figures are all
directly to the hospital. The Auxiliary
the Canterbury Auxiliary as a
also garnered further support from very well, but it’s the people
precious part of our history.
the community by regularly hosting who count in voluntary
grand events such as afternoon
work...’ – Mrs Frances Rigby
teas, garden luncheons and
spectacular flower festivals in the
OAM.
spring.
Mrs Frances Rigby was involved in
the Canterbury Auxiliary since the
time her mother-in-law had
introduced her, but it wasn't until
the 1970s that she began hosting
meetings in her own home. 40
people were in attendance at the
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From the day she started with the
Auxiliaries, Frances continued her
unwavering support for The Royal
Melbourne Hospital for 60
remarkable years. For almost a
decade, Frances was president of
The RMH Auxiliaries and in 1998

New Master's Degree Will Provide Advanced
Training in Emergency Mental Health
Since 2015, The Royal Melbourne Hospital Emergency Department (ED) has seen a 378.9% increase in
mental health presentations. In an effort to better equip ED nursing staff to treat and manage this
overwhelming increase of patients affected by mental health problems or alcohol and other drug (AOD)
issues, The University of Melbourne has developed a Master of Advanced Nursing Practice (Emergency
Mental Health).
With the opening of the Mental Health and AOD hub at RMH ED, this new Master's program couldn't come
at a better time. Staff will be able to develop their knowledge, improve decision making and critical thinking
capacity, as well as better their overall ability to care for mental health and AOD patients. Furthermore, a
more holistic and comprehensive approach from staff will mean enhanced patient care.
The RMH Foundation are proud to be affiliated with this unique program, having received funding from
the estate of Audrey Florence Nancarrow, a long term donor who generously listed us as beneficiaries of
her bequest just last year. Audrey's gift of
$60,580, will contribute to the cost of
post graduate study in emergency mental
health for 10 nurses at The RMH ED.
While the usual total cost of this
qualification is $21,888 and $6,680 with a
Commonwealth Supported Place, The
Audrey Nancarrow Scholarship will
potentially reduce costs to $1680 per
student.
Audrey's gift will help ease the financial
burden of post-graduate study and for
that we thank her. We wish all the
applicants for this new and exciting
program the best of luck!

Loretta Allen Gives Back After Her Long Fight
With Breast Cancer
When Loretta’s youngest daughter Leanne was just 3 months
old, Loretta found a lump in her breast. Having lost her two older
sisters to breast cancer, Loretta immediately went to the doctor
who confirmed the diagnosis. The treatment following her
diagnosis was a whirlwind, but Loretta felt lucky to have detected
the cancer early and to be in the wonderful care of specialist
breast surgeon, Professor Bruce Mann, who leads the Shared
Breast Service across The RMH and Royal Womens Hospital.
Thankfully, twelve years on Loretta has remained cancer-free.
Loretta had never really celebrated her birthday, so it felt right
that for her 50th she would do something special. Loretta
gathered more than 140 family and friends from all over
Australia and around the world for the milestone occasion where
in lieu of gifts, Loretta kindly requested donations towards The
RMH Breast Cancer Services. With more than $3,000 raised, we
can't thank Loretta, her friends and family enough for their
tremendous efforts.

Our Community Relationships & Bequests
Manager Sandie Baskin (left) and Loretta Allen
(right)
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Contact Us
From all of us at the Royal Melbourne Hospital Foundation, thank you for
taking the time to read our newsletter. We are always happy to help, so
should you ever need to contact us please use the details provided below.

The Foundation office is located at Level 4, 10 Wreckyn Street,
North Melbourne VIC 3051
(03) 9342 7111
Locked Bag 800, Carlton South VIC 3053
info@rmhfoundation.org.au
Donate at: www.thermh.org.au/foundation/general-donations

Keep up to date with all things RMH by
following us on Facebook
@RoyalMelbourneHospital.

ABN: 73 802 706 972

